BACKGROUND
The Skills Crosswalk identified training gaps between structural fire positions (for candidates meeting the NFPA 1001/1021 standards) and the NWCG wildland fire positions for the positions of FFT2, FFT1, ENGB and STEN.

CURRENT STATUS
The United States Fire Administration has contracted to develop four courses to fill the gaps identified in the Skills Crosswalk. These courses will become certified NWCG courses and be managed by the NWCG Development Unit. Target date for completion of these courses is August 2008.

RECOMMENDATION
It is the recommendation of the NWCG Development and Standards Units that these courses be named and numbered as follows:

- G-130, Wildland Training (FFT2) for Structural Firefighters
- G-131, Wildland Training (FFT1) for Structural Firefighters
- G-231, Wildland Training (ENGB) for Structural Firefighters
- G-330, Wildland Training (STEN) for Structural Firefighters

ACTION REQUIRED
TWT approval to assign the recommended names and numbers for these courses.
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